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Cats are notorious for being independent and not as loving as dogs but in reality, they actually

do adore you! Here are a few ways your furry feline may show you love, however, it’s up to you to

pay attention and take note.

● Besides kittens meowing to their mothers, cats usually only meow to people they like.

● A cat typically only sleeps in places they feel secure so if they choose to sleep near you

or on your lap, you should definitely feel loved.

● Presenting you with a gift (whether a toy or mouse) is a symbol of care and affection.

https://profpetsit.com/how-do-you-love-your-dog-2/


● Kneading is an activity kittens use to induce milk from their mothers so when an adult

cat does it, it most certainly means they are feeling relaxed and loved.

● Has your cat ever head-butted you or rubbed their cheeks or head on you? If so, you

should feel pretty special, it means they adore you!

● If you’ve ever noticed your cat come up to you and roll around, that means “love me!”

They are seeking attention and love from you.

● While purring can signal stress or anger, purring is most often a sign of contentment.

This low vibrating rumble means they are happy and enjoying the present activity.

● Did you know, that a slow blink is considered a cat kiss? This is a sign that your cat is

content and feeling loved and wants you to know it.

Signs of Doggy Depression
As silly as it may sound, canine

depression is a very real condition. In

fact, the cases of canine depression

are on the rise but it can sometimes be

difficult to distinguish from other

illnesses. Here are some tell-tell signs

to look out for and if these apply to

your pooch sure to consult your pup's

vet.

Paw licking

Excessive paw licking or chewing usually points to physiological issues as the licking is an

attempt to curb stress and anxiety.

Sleeping more

https://profpetsit.com/kitten-care-basics/
https://profpetsit.com/can-you-tell-if-you-have-a-happy-cat/
https://profpetsit.com/paw-injuries/
https://profpetsit.com/pet-anxiety/


If you notice a change in Fido’s sleeping habits such as sleeping more, especially during times

and activities that previously excited them, something is likely wrong.

Dietary changes

A diet change may be eating significantly less or more so you may, in turn, see weight gain or

weight loss. Also, keep an eye out for loss of interest in treats and foods that usually excited

your dog.

Loss of interest

A depressed dog may lose interest in playing, going for walks, or other activities they previously

enjoyed. They often seem to lose a sense of purpose and act bored or lazy.

Read More Pet News & Articles

Freshwater Fish Pairing Guide
If you’re wondering which popular freshwater fish get along, then check out this pairing

chart to get you started!

(fish pairing infographic below)

https://profpetsit.com/is-a-raw-diet-right-for-your-pet/
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Rescue Spotlight: Hearts and Tails Animal Alliance
Hearts and Tails Animal Alliance, Inc is

a 501(c) (3) nonprofit based in New

Hampshire but has a global reach. Their

goal is to find creative, innovative

solutions to the issues faced by stray animals all over the world and to eliminate the euthanasia

https://www.heartsandtails.org/


of adoptable animals. The organization is 100% volunteer-staffed and collaborates with

U.S.-based animal shelters and Puerto Rico- based animal shelters and transportation teams.

The organization works to:

● provide rescue and re-homing assistance where the size of a stray population has

exceeded a local community’s ability to control;

● provide post-disaster response assistance for displaced animals;

● promote the prevention of cruelty to animals;

● foster the human-animal bond.

To support Hearts and Tails Animal Alliance visit their website here.

Animal Care Center of NH
603-888-8088
NHPetCare.com

profpetsit@aol.com
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